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Introduction 

High quality data is the foundation of successful planning, prudent policymaking and the efficient 

delivery of public services. Despite the proliferation of technology, the collection of development data 

around the world is far from uniform. In fact, it is the countries that most need data that find it the 

hardest to produce them. As noted in a World Bank paper, as of 2015, more than 75 countries still 

lacked data to adequately measure poverty [1]. The role of data has also been recognized in the 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable Development and special initiatives are underway to help countries produce 

high-quality, timely, reliable and disaggregated data. However, National Statistical Offices which are 

already burdened with the burgeoning demand for the statistics they produce, are struggling to expand 

their operations to increase the coverage of their data collection efforts.   

Traditional surveys, which are the primary means through which development data are collected, can be 

resource intensive and time-consuming. Therefore, the need to augment traditional methods with new 

and innovative sources have been emphasized in recent times. One such solution is satellite-based 

remote sensing, which can provide a synoptic, detailed and real-time picture of the earth’s surface [2]. It 

allows for the collection of data on a range of key variables on environmental, economic and social 

dimensions. Sensors mounted on satellites can pick up the spectral differences between objects and 

phenomena on earth and these signals can be computationally manipulated to make inferences about 

the underlying phenomena. 

The growth of remote sensing 

While the first successful launch of a satellite occurred in the 1950s, the era of modern remote sensing 

only began in 1972 with the launch of the Landsat Program: a joint NASA/ U.S. Geological Survey series 

of Earth Observation satellites aimed at capturing images of the earth’s land surface, to help land 

managers and policymakers make informed decisions about natural resources and the environment [3]. 

However, until recently, the access to remote sensing data was limited and expensive, the tools to 

analyze the data were not widespread and the algorithmic techniques were not deemed mature enough 

to warrant widespread adoption. However, the situation has changed substantially over the last two 

decades. 

The year 2008 marked a key milestone in satellite remote sensing when the U.S. Geological Survey 

Department decided to make its archive of four-decades worth of Landsat data free and open. The 

European Space Agency soon followed suit in 2014 by making data from its Sentinel Series open from 

the beginning. Meanwhile, recent advances in computational power and the development of 

algorithmic techniques such as machine learning and deep learning have given researchers 

unprecedented capabilities in analyzing remote sensing data. 

Applications of remote sensing in development  

In the early days, most all applications of remote sensing revolved around the identification and 

management of natural resources such as forests and water bodies [4]. However, with the increasing 

availability of data and analytical tools, remote sensing techniques have been successfully applied in 

socio-economic domains such as population mapping, detecting patterns of economic equality and 

understanding disease propagation. This growing sphere of applications has been acknowledged in the 
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2030 Agenda for sustainable development where remote sensing has been recommended to measure a 

broad set of development indicators [5].  

Research methods and algorithmic approaches 

The process of remote sensing involves relating the information captured by a sensor at a pixel level to a 

real phenomenon of interest. Even though most remote sensing studies are based on optical imagery 

captured within the visible light band of the electromagnetic spectrum, sensors also operate in the 

infrared, thermal infrared and microwave bands which provide different insights about a given 

phenomenon. Once the image is fed into a computer, programs can manipulate the digital information 

by carrying out a series of computations. The amount and the complexity of processing steps required to 

produce an output depends on the application in question, the source of satellite data, the desired level 

of accuracy and the availability of ancillary and reference data. While there are hundreds of techniques 

and algorithms available for image manipulation, some methods have been used more commonly due 

to their accuracy, maturity and ease of use and interpretation. 

Challenges of applying remote sensing development settings 

Despite the many advantages presented by remote sensing technology and the vast amount of 

applications that come with it, the uptake of techniques in development applications – especially in 

developing countries - has been slow. This can be attributed to several reasons. Remote sensing 

presents an entirely new paradigm to producing development data. Not only are the techniques 

involved complex, but they are also fundamentally different to the survey-based methods which 

prioritize statistical rigor. Further, most countries do not have base resources and systems in place to 

successfully leverage the power of remote sensing techniques. Meanwhile, remote sensing also has 

certain methodological limitations that prevent more widespread adoption.  

In this paper, we aim to list major remote sensing applications and data sources, explore different 

methodologies and algorithmic approaches for image analysis, and investigate the primary roadblocks 

that are standing in the way of wide-scale adoption. The output is presented in a series of tables for easy 

reference and retrieval.  

Table 1 lists out the applications of remote sensing. They are separated to the 3 pillars of development: 

economic, social and environmental. Instead of presenting a comprehensive list, it aims to cover use 

cases that have been proven through research.   

Table 2 outlines data sources, algorithmic techniques and research methodologies involved in remote 

sensing. It tries to cover both the well-established methods and the state-of-the art. Four major 

application areas, namely agriculture, urbanization, disaster management, and health have been 

selected to capture a wide array of data sources and methodologies 

Table 3 presents the major challenges in applying remote sensing techniques for development 

problems. They are divided into three main categories: resource and capacity-based, institutional, and 

data and technical.  
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Table 1:Applications of Remote Sensing in Development 

Pillar of 

Development 

Subsection Real life applications 

Economic Agriculture 1. Crop cultivated area estimation [6]   

2. Crop yield prediction [7] 

3. Crop disease detection and monitoring [8] 

4. Crop damage estimation due to natural disasters [9] 

5. Monitoring soil parameters and vegetation health [10] 

Infrastructure 1. Assessing infrastructure needs [11] 

2. Monitoring the progress of infrastructure projects [12] 

3. Evaluating the economic impact of infrastructure [13] 

Economic activity 

and growth 

1. Estimating Gross Domestic Product (GDP)  [14] 

2. Predicting GDP growth [15] 

3. Measuring economic inequality [16] 

4. Detecting urban marketplaces [17] 

Poverty 1. The detection of slums [18] 

2. The spatial distribution of poverty [19] 

3. Understanding environment relationships of poverty [20] 

4. Improving access to basic services [21] 

Resource 

exploration and 

monitoring 

1. Petroleum products [22] 

2. Mineral exploration [23] 

3. Fisheries and aquaculture [24] 
 

Social Urban studies 1. Measuring urban extent [25] 

2. Detection of urban change and their drivers [26] 

3. Characterizing urban sprawl [27] 

4. Forecasting urban growth [28] 

Demography  1. Population estimates [29] 

2. Large scale human settlement maps [30] 

3. Sptatial allocation of population [31] 

Health 1. Spread of infectious diseases (disease vector tracking) [32] 

2.  Lifestyles factors and impact of non-communicable diseases [33] 

3. Mapping the vulnerable areas for the spread of diseases [34] 

Rebuilding and 

reconciliation after 

war and conflict 

1. Analysis of impacts of violent conflict [35] 

2. Understanding physical destruction after war [36] 

3. Landmine detection [37] 
 

Migration 1. Causes and effects of migration [38] 

2. Monitoring refugee camps [39] 
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3. Predicting migration [40] 

4. Coordinating humanitarian relief [41] 

Environmental  Climate 1. Spatial patterns of sea-level rise [42] 

2. Urban Heat Islands [43] 

3. Cooling effects of increased stratospheric aerosols [44] 

4. Measuring ocean acidification [45] 

5. Ozone measurements [46] 

Forestry 1. Forest cover types [47] 

2. Species identification [48] 

3. Forest fire management [49] 

4. Detecting deforestation [50] 

5. Monitoring biodiversity [51] 

Disaster 

 

1. Measuring damage of natural disaster [52] 

2. Disaster modelling [53] 

3. Environment change assessment [54] 

4. Early warning systems [55] 

5. Vulnerability assessment [56] 

Air Quality 1. Satellites to pinpoint greenhouse emissions and air pollution [57] 

2. Measuring key air quality parameters [58] 

3. Forecasting air pollution levels [59] 

Water management  

 

1. Delineate surface water bodies [60] 

2. Large Scale irrigation management [61] 

3. Measuring water quality parameters [62] 
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Table 2: Data Sources, Algorithmic Techniques and Research Methodologies in Remote Sensing for Development 

Sector Paper Details Data Sources Methodology Reason for Choosing the 

Paper 

Agriculture Title: The use of Landsat data 

in a Large Area Crop Inventory 

Experiment (LACIE).  

 

Authors: Macdonald, R. & Hall, 

Forrest & Erb, R. (1975) 

 

Focus: Wheat 

RS data – Landsat 1 

 

 

Reference data – historical 

yield data 

A stratified random sampling technique was used to select 637 

sample wheat fields. LANDSAT digital data was converted to film 

image form, and analyst interpreters selected 40 to 50 training 

fields for wheat and other agricultural categories and provided a 

definition of the boundary of such fields to the analyst for the 

classification.  Major wheat-growing regions were partitioned 

into smaller areas based upon crop calendars, meteorology, and 

soil color, as well as on the basis of trial classifications. The 

segment was classified with a maximum likelihood classifier into 

wheat and non-wheat classes. The initial models which were 

statistical in nature: i.e., expressions for yield as a function of 

critical meteorological parameters, were derived from 

regression analyses using historical yield and weather data over 

each of several yield strata. 

One of the earliest 

applications of satellite 

data in agriculture 

Title: Use of Remote-Sensing 

Imagery to Estimate Corn 

Grain Yield 

 

Authors: Shanahan, John & 

Schepers, J.s & Francis, D. & 

Varvel, G. & Wilhelm, Wallace 

& Tringe, James & Schlemmer, 

Mike & Major, David. (2001) 

 

Focus: Corn 

RS data – multispectral 

images mounted on 

aircrafts 

 

 

Reference data – historical 

yield data 

Image data were converted to vegetation indices (NDVI, TSAVI, 

and GNDVI using equations). Leaf Chlorophyll Content 

Assessment was done to assess variation in leaf chlorophyll 

content. Measurements were taken midway between the leaf 

tip and base and midway between the leaf margin and midrib 

from 30 representative plants selected from the center two 

rows of each plot. These measurements were then averaged for 

each plot. Damaged plants or those unusually close together or 

far apart were not sampled. Harvest Procedures and Statistical 

Analysis: Grain yield, vegetation index, and chlorophyll meter 

data were analyzed via ANOVA with a mixed model, using the 

SAS PROC MIXED procedure with a constant moisture basis. 

Linear correlation analysis was used to determine the 

association between the different vegetation indices at each 

date and final grain yield. 

One of the most 

influential papers in crop 

yield prediction 
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Sector Paper Details Data Sources Methodology Reason for Choosing the 

Paper 

Title: Deep Transfer Learning 

for Crop Yield Prediction with 

Remote Sensing Data 

 

Authors: Wang, Anna & Tran, 

Caelin & Desai, Nikhil & Lobell, 

David & Ermon, Stefano (2018) 

 

Focus: Soybean 

RS data – MODIS 

 

 

 

Reference data – county 

level and province-level 

yield statistics 

Harvest data obtained for county and province level were paired 

with a sequence of MODIS reflectance and temperature images 

from the months leading up to the harvest. In order to train 

deep learning models, the authors processed the MODIS 

imagery into the dimensionally reduced pixel histograms and 

grouped into matrices before stacking into a single three-

dimensional tensor. Because the MODIS cropland mask does not 

distinguish soybeans from other crops, they ignored regions that 

contributed the bottom 5% of total production.  A preprocessing 

step of ignoring the first month of the growing season in 

Argentina was needed by the transfer learning approach was to 

match the lengths of harvest image sequences between 

Argentina and Brazil. 

Represents the state-of-

the-art of machine 

learning techniques 

where large-scale 

predictions could be 

made with a relatively 

small amount of training 

data 

Urbanization Title: A cluster-based method 

to map urban areas from 

DMSP/OLS nightlights 

 

Authors: YuYu Zhou; Steven J. 

Smith; Christopher D. Elvidge; 

Kaiguang Zhao; Allison 

Thomson; Marc Imhoff (2014) 

 

Focus: United States and China 

 

 

RS Data – Nighttime stable 

night data from The 

Defense Meteorological 

Satellite 

Program/Operational 

LineScan System 

(DMSP/OLS) 

 

Reference Data – high 

resolution land cover data 

at cluster and regional 

levels 

In this study, the authors developed a cluster-based method to 

estimate optimal thresholds and map urban extent from the 

DMSP/OLS NTL data in five major steps, including data 

preprocessing, urban cluster segmentation, logistic model 

development, threshold estimation, and urban extent 

delineation. In the method the optimal thresholds vary by 

clusters and are estimated based on cluster size and overall 

nightlight magnitude. The derived thresholds and urban extent 

were evaluated using a validation sub-sample of high-resolution 

land cover data at the cluster and regional levels. 

A recent, influential 

paper which proposes an 

efficient methodology to 

use night lights to map 

urbanization 

Title: Outlining where humans 

live – The World Settlement 

Footprint 2015 

 

 

Authors: Marconcini, Mattia & 

Metz-Marconcini, Annekatrin 

& Uereyen, Soner & Palacios 

Lopez, Daniela & Hanke, 

RS data – Landsat 8, 

Sentinel 1 

 

 

 

Reference data – Google 

Earth satellite/aerial Very 

High-Resolution imagery 

First, from the images, the authors extracted key temporal 

statistics (i.e., temporal mean, minimum, maximum, etc.) of: i) 

the original backscattering value in the case of radar data; and ii) 

different spectral indices (e.g., vegetation index, built-up index, 

etc.) derived after performing cloud/cloud-shadow masking in 

the case of optical imagery.  After automatically extracting 

candidate training samples for the settlement and non-

settlement class, support vector machines were used for binary 

classification.  The output was quantitatively assessed through 

Global urban map with 

the highest resolution 

currently available (10m)  
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Sector Paper Details Data Sources Methodology Reason for Choosing the 

Paper 

Wiebke & Bachofer, Felix & 

Zeidler, Julian & Esch, Thomas 

& Gorelick, Noel & Kakarla, 

Ashwin & Strano, Emanuele. 

(2019).  

 

Focus: Global urban mapping 

an unprecedented validation exercise based on 900,000 ground-

truth samples collected by crowdsourcing photointerpretation 

and carried out in collaboration with Google. 

Title: Utilizing publicly 

available satellite data for 

urban research: Mapping built-

up land cover and land use in 

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 

 

Authors: Goldblatt, R., 

Deininger, K.W., & Hanson, 

G.H. (2018). 

 

Focus: Ho Chi Minh City, 

Vietnam 

 

RS data – Landsat 8, 

Sentinel 1, Sentinel 2 

 

 

 

 

Reference data – 

administrative data, hand-

labeled examples 

Data from Landsat 8 and Sentinel 1&2 were obtained and 

preprocessed to remove noise, terrain inconsistencies and cloud 

cover. Then, five additional spectral indices, namely, Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference 

Water Index (NDWI), Urban Index (UI), Enhanced Vegetation 

Index (EVI) and Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) 

were calculated as additional inputs for the classifier. Then 

Random Forest algorithm was used to conduct per-pixel 

supervised image classification. Finally, a k-fold cross-validation 

procedure was conducted to validate model using 

administrative data and hand-labeled examples. 

Use of publicly available 

satellite data and open-

access cloud-based 

computational platforms 

(Google Earth Engine) 

Disaster 

Management 

Title: Flood monitoring using 

microwave remote sensing 

in a part of Nuna river basin, 

Odisha, India 

 

Authors: Kundu, Sananda & 

Aggarwal, Shiv & Kingma, 

Nanette & Mondal, Arun & 

Khare, Deepak. (2014 

 

Focus: Nuna river basin, India 

RS data – RADARSAT-1, 

Cartosat Dem, Cartosat 1 

 

 

 

Reference data – field 

survey data 

Remote sensing images from RADARSAT were pre-processed 

and used to obtain flood extent, depth and duration maps, 

vulnerability curves and damage maps. Cartosat DEM and 

Cartosat1 images were similarly pre-processed and used to 

obtain height information and permanent waterbodies 

respectively. The delineation of flood extent, which was 

obtained through a threshold method, was used to calculate the 

depth and the duration of the flood. To calculate the intensity of 

damage from the 2003 and 2008 floods the authors calculate 

the vulnerability of paddy crops in the area. The results were 

validated by a dedicated field survey. 

A recent paper from the 

global south on a 

common natural disaster 

experienced by the other 

countries in the region 

Title: Detection of Urban 

Damage Using Remote Sensing 

and Machine Learning 

RS data – Worldview-1 

and Quickbird – 2 

 

The researchers obtained high resolution multispectral and 

panchromatic remote sensing data from the WorldView-1 

satellite and post-disaster multispectral and panchromatic 

Fairly influential recent 

paper 
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Sector Paper Details Data Sources Methodology Reason for Choosing the 

Paper 

Algorithms: Revisiting the 2010 

Haiti Earthquake 

 

Authors: Cooner, Austin & 

Shao, Yang & Campbell, James. 

(2016).  

 

Focus: Haiti 

 

Reference Data - United 

Nations Operational 

Satellite Applications 

Programme 

(UNITAR/UNOSAT) dataset 

images from the Quickbird 2 satellite. All datasets were 

resampled to 0.6 meters using the nearest neighbor technique. 

Images were atmospherically corrected to top of atmosphere 

(TOA) reflectance and clipped to the study area of central Port-

Au-Prince.  The study evaluated the effectiveness of multilayer 

feedforward neural networks, radial basis neural networks, and 

Random Forests in detecting earthquake damage.  Additionally, 

textural and structural features including entropy, dissimilarity, 

Laplacian of Gaussian, and rectangular fit, were investigated as 

key variables for high spatial resolution imagery classification. 

United Nations Operational Satellite Applications Programme 

(UNITAR/UNOSAT) dataset was used as validation. 

Title: Assessing tropical 

cyclone impacts using object-

based moderate spatial 

resolution image analysis: a 

case study in Bangladesh 

 

Authors:  Muhammad Al-Amin 

Hoque, Stuart Phinn, Chris 

Roelfsema & Iraphne Childs 

(2016) 

 

Focus: Bangladesh 

RS data – SPOT 5 

 

 

 

 

Reference data – high 

resolution satellite 

imagery (Quickbird-2 & 

WorldView-1), reports and 

pictures taken after the 

cyclone 

Pre- and post-cyclone images were obtained using the SPOT 5 

satellite and pre-processed. A multi-scale object-based image 

classification was conducted based on a conceptual hierarchy. 

Reference data from Quickbird-2 and Worldview-1 were used to 

assess the accuracy of classification and develop pre- and post-

cyclone classified maps. A cyclone impact assessment was 

conducted using a post-classification change-detection 

algorithm. Cyclone impact validation was conducted using 

reports and pictures taken after the validation. Impact was 

assessed for each land cover type.  

One of the more recent 

papers to come out of 

South Asia on using 

remote sensing for 

cyclone assessment  

Health Title - Using remotely sensed 

data to identify areas at risk 

for hantavirus pulmonary 

syndrome  

 

Authors:  Glass, Gregory & 

Cheek, James & Patz, Jonathan 

& Shields, Timothy & Doyle, 

Timothy & Thoroughman, 

Doug & Hunt, Darcy & Enscore, 

RS data – Landsat TM data 

 

 

 

Reference data – HPS case 

data 

A region of 105,200km2 in southwestern United States was used 

as the study area. Satellite imagery was used to characterize 

local environment conditions. Additional environment variables 

such as elevation, slope and aspect of the case and control sites 

were used as inputs. The spatial distribution of Hantavirus 

Pulmonary Syndrome (HPS) sites (cases) was compared with 

that of control sites to determine if cases were spatially 

aggregated within the study region. Then, the relationship 

between HPS and environmental factors measured by Landsat 

TM imagery was examined. The authors used logistic regression 

Influential paper  
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Sector Paper Details Data Sources Methodology Reason for Choosing the 

Paper 

Russell & Gage, Kenneth & 

Irland, Charles & Peters, 

Clarence & Bryan, R.T. (2000) 

 

Focus – HPS in the South 

Western United States 

analysis to identify the best combination of TM bands and 

environmental variables associated with HPS status. The analysis 

was then repeated by using the remaining HPS and control sites 

to validate the model. Identifying the same 

model in the two analyses would indicate that the 

HPS risk model was robust for that period. 

Title - Climate and infectious 

disease: use of remote sensing 

for detection of Vibrio 

cholerae by indirect 

measurement. 

 

Authors - Lobitz B, Beck L, Huq 

A, Wood B, Fuchs G, Faruque 

AS, Colwell R. (2000) 

 

 

Focus – Cholera in Bangladesh 

RS Data - (NOAA's) 

Advanced Very High-

Resolution Radiometer 

(AVHRR) sensor 

 

 

 

 

Reference data – Cholera 

case data 

The data set for this study included SST (Sea-surface 

temperature), SSH (Sea-surface height), and cholera case data. 

First, obtained remote sensing images for pre-processed. Then 

for each time and date, the values for SST and SSH were 

calculated at a pixel level from one point off the coast of 

Bangladesh. SST data were examined for a 6-year period, 1989–

1995, whereas SSH data were available for a 3-year period, 

1992–1995. These point data were compared with cholera case 

data by superimposing the data plots to detect patterns. 

Statistical analyses were done, and the patterns were found to 

be significant. 

A highly influential paper 

Title - Remote sensing-based 

time series models for malaria 

early warning in the highlands 

of Ethiopia 

 

Authors - Madelia, Alemayehu 

& Senay, Gabriel & Henebry, 

Geoffrey & Semuniguse, 

Paulos & Wimberly, Michael. 

(2012).  

 

Focus – Malaria in Ethiopia 

RS Data - MODIS 

instruments on-board the 

Terra and Aqua satellites 

 

 

Reference data – Malaria 

case data 

In this study seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average 

(SARIMA) models were used to quantify the relationship 

between malaria cases and remotely sensed environmental 

variables, including rainfall, land-surface temperature (LST), 

vegetation indices (NDVI and EVI), and actual evapotranspiration 

(ETa) with lags ranging from one to three months. Predictions 

from the best model with environmental variables were 

compared to the actual observations from the last 12 months of 

the time series. 

Fairly influential recent 

paper 
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Table 3: Challenges in applying remote sensing data for development [63] [64] [65] 

Resource and capacity-based 

challenges 

Institutional challenges Data and technical challenges 

Remote sensing and GIS 

infrastructures do not exist - lack 

of consistent up-to-date base 

mapping, fundamental 

geographic datasets such as 

geodetic control, elevation, 

drainage, transport, land cover, 

geographic names, land tenure, 

etc. 

Getting the data products into the 

hands of the appropriate decision 

makers, in time frames reasonable 

for action 

Explainability – with modern machine 

learning methods it is extremely 

difficult to document how specific 

classifications were made 

Domain expertise is not available 

in many at-risk areas in 

developing countries to pair with 

remote sensing scientists 

Remote sensing research can be at 

times removed from practice, 

focusing more on methodological 

improvements as opposed to 

practical applications  

Quality ground truth is difficult to 

obtain. The problem is maginified 

within the context of deep learning 

techniques which require a lot of 

training data 

Modern very-high resolution 

satellite imagery cannot be 

processed at scale in individual 

computers or regular research 

labs due to high computational 

demands 

Linking model outputs to the 

formulation of environmentally 

sound policies that are effective at 

the grass-roots level. This often 

requires multiple iterations of a 

model with many stakeholders 

working together 

Need of multi-resolution sensors at 

multiple spatial and temporal 

resolutions to monitor a range of 

phenomena (e.g. especially sensors 

that can detect conditions in urban 

areas with complex mixtures of 

vegetation, buildings, and roads) 

High and very high-resolution 

data is still quite expensive.  

The lack of understanding among 

the decision makers about the 

utility of remote sensing and the 

possible applications 

Maintaining the continuity of current 

satellite coverage so that change of 

environmental conditions and their 

effects on health can be monitored 

over extended time frames. Most 

satellites have limited life spans and 

are retired  

Lack of funding for both primary 

and applied research 

The unwillingness of domain 

experts to collaborate remote 

sensing scientists’ issues of 

importance  

The inability to obtain high-quality 

images due to cloud cover (especially 

in tropical countries) 

The dearth of qualified remote 

sensing scientists and researchers 

The resistance to change due by 

existing government bodies due to 

the fundamentally different 

paradigm of remote sensing 

The lack of disaggregated ancillary 

data (such as census data) which 

complement remote sensing data in 

modelling. 
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